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Abstract 

A systematic experimental survey of both the primary patterns and the secondary instabilities of parametrically forced 
surface waves (Faraday waves) in the large system limit is presented. The symmetry of the primary pattern (stripes, squares, 
or hexagons) depends on viscosity v and driving frequency fo. Hexagons are observed at low fo over the whole viscosity 
range despite the subharmonic symmetry that tends to suppress then'/. Possible mechanisms for the occurrence of hexagons 
for single frequency forcing are discussed. Boundary-induced distortion is absent for the hexagonal and square patterns, but 
present for stripes. Phase defects occur between hexagonal domains differing in temporal phase by ~r (with respect to the 
forcing). Patterns of different symmetry coexist in certain parameter ranges. The transition to spatiotemporal chaos (STC) 
depends on the symmetry of the primary patterns. The hexagonal patterns undergo an order/disorder transition in which the 
angular anisotropy in Fourier space declines continuously to zero. Striped patterns at high viscosity become unstable via 
transverse amplitude modulations in regions of high curvature; this instability results in a spatially nonuniform mixed state 
in which domains of STC coexist with stripes. We propose that this phenomenon may be understood in terms of a critical 
curvature that depends on the acceleration. A secondary oscillatory instability is also observed to deform the stripes within 
the mixed state at intermediate viscosities. 

PACS: 47.54.+r; 47.52.+j; 47.35+i 
Keywords: Hydrodynamics; Surface waves; Patterns; Spatiotemporal chaos 

1. Introduction 

Much of  the progress achieved over the past two 
decades in understanding pattem formation in non- 

linear systems stems from extensive theoretical and 
experimental efforts directed at several well-defined 
hydrodynamic systems: Rayleigh-Btnard convection; 

convection in binary mixtures; and Taylor-Couette 
flow. Each of  these, viewed mathematically, is a multi- 
parameter bifurcation problem with at least two con- 
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trol parameters. Substantial progress has been realized 

particularly for situations in which the spatial varia- 

tions are primarily two-dimensional (large layers) or 
one-dimensional (annuli). The state of  the field as of  

early 1993 was reviewed by Cross and Hohenberg [1]. 
The interesting case of  parametrically forced sur- 

face waves induced by vertical oscillation of  the 
container, first studied by Faraday, has been studied 
somewhat less systematically in the "large system" 
limit that is most relevant to the problems of  pattern 
formation, secondary instability and spatiotemporal 
chaos (STC). This system is potentially attractive for 
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several reasons. First, the basic time scale for the evo- 
lution of patterns is typically of orders of magnitude 
shorter than the case for thermal convection, so that 
a multi-dimensional parameter space can be explored 
in a reasonable time. Second, the wave number of the 
basic pattern can be controlled experimentally via the 
imposed forcing frequency. This capability allows di- 
rect testing of the wave number dependence of stability 
properties in a way that is more straightforward than 
the imposition of controlled initial or boundary con- 
ditions, which is generally required for other systems. 
Varying the driving frequency also allows one to ex- 
plore subtle effects that occur in the transition between 
the gravity and capillary wave regimes. Third, all of the 
basic pattern symmetries can be realized near onset, 
including stripes or one-dimensional standing waves, 
hexagons, and squares. (Hexagons are of course also 
found for Rayleigh-B6nard convection, but only 
by departing from the Boussinesq limit of depth- 
independent physical properties, see for example [2].) 

A great deal of flexibility is also afforded by the 
possibility of modifying the nature of the forcing. For 
example, in the case where a superposition of two 
commensurate frequencies is used, quasicrystalline 
patterns can be produced, i.e. patterns with normally 
disallowed rotational symmetry [3,4]. An impressive 
variety ofpattems can be obtained by varying the spec- 
tral composition of the forcing. Some of this variety is 
a consequence of modifying the strengths of nonlinear 
interactions between distinct wave modes or pattems. 

At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the 
surface wave system also has certain disadvantages. 
Theoretically, the problem is more difficult because 
of the free surface. Numerical computations are also 
problematic; the primary pattem is oscillatory so that 
considerable time resolution is required to study pat- 
terns that evolve. Also, lateral boundaries can be in- 
fluential if the viscosity is low. Raising the viscosity 
reduces the correlation length and the influence of lat- 
eral boundaries, but the requisite acceleration is then 
high, and the requirement of avoiding deformations 
of the container therefore leads to massive containers 
and very large driving forces. 

However, it is now possible to do experiments on 
this system that rival those on Rayleigh-B6nard con= 

vection in achieving large aspect ratios, while profiting 
from the rapid time scale and wave number control. 
Despite the large number of previous experiments on 
surface waves, our knowledge of the pattems found 
near onset as a function of the basic parameters (vis- 
cosity, frequency, and driving amplitude) is still some- 
what fragmentary in the large aspect ratio limit. The 
purpose of this paper is in part to provide such a 
systematic survey. We show that a number of novel 
phenomena become apparent that have not been pre- 
viously noted. For example, hexagonal patterns occur 
over a surprisingly wide range of parameters (even for 
single frequency forcing) and have a different origin 
than do hexagonal patterns in other pattern forming 
systems, where quadratic nonlinearities in the ampli- 
tude equations are usually responsible. 

Our interest goes considerably beyond the question 
of the patterns obtained near onset. The ability to con- 
trol the symmetry of the primary pattern provides the 
opportunity to study secondary instabilities and the 
onset of spatiotemporal chaos. These phenomena are 
strongly dependent on the primary pattern symme- 
try, and also on other variables such as the viscosity. 
One novel phenomenon discovered recently is a mixed 
state, in which localized spatiotemporal chaos coexists 
with ordered stripes [5]. Several other examples will 
be described below. The overall picture that emerges 
is quite rich: a number of distinct types of spatiotem- 
poral chaos are realized in this system by modestly 
varying the driving parameters. 

2. Background 

The reviews of Cross and Hohenberg [1], and Miles 
and Henderson [6] provide a good starting point, and 
we shall only summarize the main points of previous 
work that are needed for the present discussion of pat- 
terns and STC at large aspect ratio. Experimentally, it 
is known that for low viscosity fluids at high aspect 
ratio, the dominant pattern near onset is a square pat- 
tern formed from two orthogonal standing waves, in- 
dependent of the shape of the container or the specific 
fluid. (However, it has been pointed out [3,7,8] that 
even though the container size is much greater than the 
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wavelength, the boundaries seriously perturb the pat- 

terns if the viscosity is low.) At high viscosities, on the 
other hand, the patterns are strikingly different, with 
quasi-lD striped patterns dominating at onset [3,9]. 
Stripes can also occur in the form of spirals [10]. 

There have been several different observations of 
hexagonal (and triangular) patterns [4,11,12]. How- 
ever, the various published experiments do not pro- 
vide a clear picture of the ranges of parameters where 
hexagonal patterns occur, and indeed they are not all 
mutually consistent with each other. Quasicrystalline 
patterns have also been noted for single frequency 
forcing, but again a full discussion of the conditions for 
obtaining them is lacking [4,12]. (As already pointed 
out, quasicrystalline pattern can also be created with 
multi-frequency forcing [3], a situation that we do not 
treat in this paper.) A comprehensive picture of the 
preferred patterns for Faraday waves near onset thus 
remains elusive. 

Theoretical discussion of patterns near onset has 

mainly responded to the experimental observations. 
The primary approach has been to construct ampli- 
tude equations valid near onset for interacting one- 
dimensional waves, to assume that they are spatially 
homogeneous and that damping is weak. Using this 
approach Milner was able to show that the problem is 
variational. He found that squares are preferred over 
stripes and hexagons in the capillary wave limit and 
for low viscosity, in general agreement with experi- 
ments. However, this approach has been criticized by 
Miles [13] and by Zhang [14] as not treating damping 
properly. 

Recently Zhang reconsidered the problem of the 
patterns near onset at low viscosity and infinite depth 
[14]. He carefully considers the nature of the viscous 
damping, and shows that linear viscous terms in the 
fluid equations can produce nonlinear damping terms 
in the amplitude equations. The physical origin of this 
phenomenon is the nonzero irrotational shear stresses 
at the free surface, which lead to a thin viscous bound- 
ary layer and modify the effective boundary condition 
at the free surface. 

Zhang considers a thin fluid layer in the limit of 
high Reynolds number Re, which is appropriate at the 
frequencies of interest. Reasoning that nonzero irrota- 

tional shear stresses at the free surface lead to a thin 

viscous boundary layer, he introduces a quasipotential 
approximation that leads to effective boundary con- 
ditions at the free surface. This involves neglecting 
terms of order Re -3/2 in the Navier-Stokes equations. 

Further simplifications are introduced by neglecting 
all nonlinear viscous terms. Standing wave amplitude 
equations are then derived from la double permrba- 
tive expansion in the dimensionless driving amplitude 
and the linear damping parameter. For uniform pat- 
terns, these amplitude equations:have a gradient form 
which makes it possible to calculate a Lyapunov func- 
tional. By minimization of the Lyapunov functional, 
the symmetry of the resulting optimal pattern can be 

determined under given conditions. However, stability 

of the optimal solutions cannot be determined in this 
way. 

The main result of this investigation is to empha- 
size the important role played by triad resonances 
involving three wave modes. The conditioii for obtain- 
ing such resonances is strongly frequency-dependent, 

especially in the regime where capillary and grav- 
ity restoring forces are both significant. As a result, 
Zhang finds that square patterns are destabilized be- 
low a certain frequency in favor of hexagonal pat- 
terns. He also shows that quasicrystalline patterns have 
lower values of the Lyapunov functional in certain 
limited viscosity (or frequency) ranges, but it is un- 
clear that they would be stable. We compare these 
predictions to experimental observations later in this 
paper. 

Beyond the wave onset region, the transition to 
spatiotemporal chaos has als0 been the subject of a 
number of experimental investigations. Again, the 
experimental picture is somewhat complex. The pri- 
mary known mechanism for the transition is a trans- 
verse amplitude modulation (TAM) first described 
by Milner [15]. This instability appears to mediate 
the transition both for the stripe patterns [9] and the 
square patterns [16] at least for some viscosities. 
However, Dandet et al. [9] noted that the modu- 
lations produced by the TAM instability are often 
oscillatory rather than stationary as expected from the 
theory. These investigators, and previously Bosch et 
al. [12,17], have emphasized that the nucleation of 
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defects sometimes plays a significant role in the tran- 
sition to STC. These variable observations leave one 
with the overall impression that the transition to STC 

is not only poorly understood in this system, but is 
also rather incompletely characterized experimentally. 
One problem is that the large number of parameters 
(viscosity, frequency, depth, and container geometry) 
makes it difficult to compare different experiments. 
There is apparently no single transition mechanism; 

rather, it is necessary to elucidate several different 
ones applicable to different regimes. 

Naturally, these different types of transitions to STC 
lead to quite different observations for the statistical 
properties well into the chaotic regime. Most of the ex- 
perimental studies of statistics have been made at low 
viscosity. For the square pattern, statistical measure- 
ments by Tufillaro et al. [16] showed a well-defined 
transition to disordered waves; the translational cor- 

relation length falls dramatically at the transition, and 
orientational correlations also decline. The probabil- 
ity distribution of individual fluctuating spectral com- 
ponents at wave number k is Gaussian in the chaotic 
regime. On the other hand, Bosch et al. [12,17] re- 
port that the spectral fluctuations can be non-Ganssian 
at large wave number due to the presence of coher- 
ent structure [12]. Finally, we note the observation of 
Gluckman et al. that disordered fluctuating patterns 

retain sufficient phase coherence to produce spatially 
periodic time averages well into the chaotic regime 
[7,8]. However, it is unknown whether any of the low 
viscosity observations of this section would persist in 
a larger system, and they may not be relevant at higher 
viscosity. 

3. Exper imenta l  methods  

The experiments are conducted in a 32 cm diameter 
circular container made of Delrin [18]. The container 
is designed to minimize vibrational excitation, and 
is hence rather massive, about 11 kg. It is driven 
vertically with sinusoidal acceleration at a single fre- 
quency. The Vibration Test Systems electromagnetic 
shaker is capable of producing a peak force of about 
2200 N; such high forces are needed because of the 

large mass. Harmonic content is essentially negligi- 
ble because computer control of the driving signal 
forces the measured acceleration to match the desired 

waveform. Accelerations of 15 times the gravitational 
acceleration (15g) can easily be achieved, and the fre- 
quency can be varied from 20 Hz to more than 200 Hz. 
The inhomogeneity in the driving acceleration is less 
than -4-2%. (Efforts to reduce it further were not suc- 
cessful.) The dimensionless driving acceleration e = 

(a - ac)/ac is monitored via an accelerometer attached 
to the mounting structure below the cell. The absolute 
acceleration is also known to be within about 1%. 

The fluid consists of silicone oil of various viscosi- 
ties in a layer 0.3 cm deep. For this depth h the fluid is 
pinned to the boundary by a sharp comer, and menis- 
cus waves at the driving frequency are minimized. 
Water at 25.0 -t- 0.1°C is circulated through the con- 
tainer to maintain a fixed viscosity. 

The patterns formed at the surface of the fluid are 
imaged using a 512 × 512 pixel Dalsa variable scan 
CCD camera controlled by the same computer that 
produces the driving waveform. The camera allows 
exposure times as short as 10 -3 s to be realized if nec- 
essary, but an exposure time equal to one fluid period 
(two driving cycles) is generally used. The phase of 
the data acquisition is fixed with respect to that of the 
vertical acceleration. Dark images (obtained with the 
shutter closed) are subtracted to improve the picture 
quality. Lighting is provided by a circular ring of 58 

lamps at the center of which the camera is located. 
For sufficiently large wave amplitudes this results in 
the antinodes being bright and nodes dark. (In fact, 
the bright regions are not quite antinodes, but rather 
correspond to a surface slope of 4.2 °. However, the 
lateral displacement of the intensity maxima from the 
antinodes is less than one pixel, except when the am- 
plitude or frequency is particularly low.) 

4. Patterns near onset  as a funct ion of  viscosity 

4.1. Uniform primary patterns 

To study the patterns formed above onset, we var- 
ied the kinematic viscosity v over the range 0 .04-  
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Table 1 
Summary of the pattern symmetries observed just 
as a function of viscosity and driving frequency 
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above onset 

Viscosity Low Intermediate High 
(cm 2s - I )  (fo < 25Hz) (25 < fo < 50Hz) (fo > 50Hz) 

0.04 Hexagons Squares Squares 
0.1 Hexagons Squares Squares 
0.2 Hexagons Squares Squares 
0.3 Hexagons Squares Stripes 
0.5 Hexagons Squares Stripes 
1.0 Hexagons Short Stripes Stripes 

The boundaries between different symmetries are approxi- 
mate. See also Figs. 2-4. 

1.0cm 2 s -1. The observed patterns depend not only 

on v but also on the frequency of excitation, which 

we denote by ft .  A general classification of the ob- 
served patterns just above onset as a function of v 

and fo is displayed in Table 1. Hexagonal patterns 
are observed at low fo over the entire range of v. 
At high fo (>50 Hz) square patterns are observed for 
v < 0.02 cm 2 s -1, and stripe patterns are observed for 

higher v. 
Examples of the uniform primary patterns observed 

near onset are shown in Fig. 1. These patterns were 

obtained by slowly increasing the driving accelera- 
tion at a fixed driving frequency and then waiting for 

a steady state to be reached. The patterns typically 
require a few minutes to equilibrate after the accel- 

eration is incremented about 1% beyond onset. At 
the lower viscosities, the patterns tend to be irregu- 

lar (lacking a single symmetry) very near onset, and 

are always initiated at the center of the cell. This ob- 

servation implies that the cell boundary is influential 
in determining the threshold patterns even in a large 

layer for low viscosity, as expected, lnhomogeneity of 
the driving acceleration is apparently unimportant at 
low viscosity. 

At high viscosity, on the other hand, the pattern first 
appears near the boundary and is sensitive to inhomo- 

geneity of the acceleration. It then grows as the accel- 
eration is increased until it covers the entire surface. 
The range of e over which the pattern develops is com- 
parable to the measured inhomogeneity. (However it 
has also been claimed that localized waves may be in- 
trinsic near onset under some conditions [19]. We are 
unable to resolve the question.) 
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The stripes are clearly textured (curved) above on- 

set, as shown in Fig. l(c). This boundary-induced cur- 
vature, which is caused by the apparent preference of 

the stripes to be nearly perpendicular to the boundary, 

is a nonlinear effect, as in Rayleigh-Btnard convec- 
tion 12]. In most cases this results in two "focus sin- 

gularities" at the boundaries. We also noted that the 

curvature of the stripes at the focus singularity grows 

with v. The square and hexagonal patterns, on the other 

hand, do not show long range boundary-induced dis- 

tortion, though the patterns are perturbed and contain 

defects within a few wavelengths of the boundary. The 
absence of boundary induced distortion for the square 

and hexagonal patterns implies a strong angular se- 

lection (at 90 ° or 60 ° ) for the interacting wave modes 

that make up these patterns, so that minimization of 
the Lyapunov functional leads only to localized de- 

fects near the boundaries rather than producing long 
range distortions. 

4.2. Phase diagrams (parameter space) 

Phase diagrams showing the patterns observed as 
a function of acceleration and frequency are shown 

in Figs. 2-4, for three representative viscosities. The 
phase boundaries between patterns of different sym- 

metry are shown along with the curves denoting the 
primary instability boundary and fully developed STC. 

To construct these figures, the acceleration was in- 

cremented by 0.05g or less, and the frequency by 
2.5 Hz at low frequencies and 20 Hz at high frequen- 

cies. Note that the boundary between hexagons and 
squares is tilted, so that as e is increased, a transition / 

from squares to hexagons can occur. There is also a 
domain of coexistence of squares and hexagons (see 

Section 4.5). A regime of TAM which mediates the 
transition to STC is also shown; this phenomenon is 
discussed in Section 5.2. The "mixed state" in which 

localized STC coexists with ordered stripes is dis- 
cussed in Section 5.2. Note that in these phase dia- 

grams we use the term STC to refer to fully developed 
spatiotemporal chaos. In principle one could include 
states involving slow defect motion in relatively or- 
dered patterns as STC, but such a choice would ob- 
scure important distinctions. 
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(a) 

(b)  

Fig. 1. Examples of the primary patterns formed near onset at large aspect ratio: (a) hexagonal patterns observed at low 
driving frequencies (v = 0 . 2 c m 2 s - l ,  fo  = 22.5Hz); (b) squares (v = 0 .1cm2s  -1,  fo  = 35 Hz); or (c) striped patterns 
(v = 1.0cm 2 s -1 ,  fo = 45 Hz) found at higher frequencies, depending on the viscosity. The radial intensity variations emanating 
from the loci in (c) are an artifact due to the discrete nature of the lights. 
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(c) 

Fig. 1. (continued) 

10":. ~ . ~  TAM 

~.  STC 

o 1 s & Hexagons 
o 

< Flat  

~ " Hexagons 

. . . .  I • • ' • I " • • • I ' • ' • 

0 50 100 150 200 
Frequency,  Hz 

Fig. 2. Parameter space of relatively low viscosity 
(v = 0.1 cm 2 s -1) silicone oil showing observed patterns as a 
function of driving frequency and amplitude. Similar behavior 
is observed over the range 0.04 < v < 0.2cm2s -1. Lines are 
drawn through the data to guide the eye. 

4.3. Short stripes 

The striped patterns sometimes appear in a variant 

that we term "short stripes". This phenomenon, which 

is shown in Fig. 5, occurs in a regime between the or- 

dinary long stripes and hexagons in the phase diagram 

of  Fig. 4 (where v ~ 1 .0cm 2 s - ] ) .  A ring of  high am- 

plitude short stripes appears at onset near the bound- 

ary of  the container; the stripes are always aligned 

perpendicular  to the boundary and their localization 

is not a consequence of  inhomogeneity in the driv- 

ing acceleration. Closer to the center, the waves are of  

smaller amplitude. (The interior waves appear some- 

what brighter in Fig. 6(a) due to a lighting artifact; 

the finite surface slope required to reflect light into 

the camera causes the bright areas to move toward the 

nodes for small wave amplitudes.) Observations of  a 

ring of  short stripes were also made by Lioubashevski 

et al. [19] in a shallow layer of  highly viscous fluid. 

I f  the driving amplitude is increased, successive rings 

of  short high amplitude stripes are added as shown 

in Fig. 5(b). The pattern contains many defects which 

are created and destroyed on a slow time scale (tens 

of  seconds). 

The length of  the stripes increases with frequency, 

becoming comparable to the diameter of  the container 
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Fig.  4. P a r a m e t e r  space  a t  the  h i g h e s t  v i s c o s i t y ,  v ---- 1.0 
c m  2 s - 1 .  

at about f0 = 40 Hz. An intermediate case is shown 
in Fig. 5(c). The time dependence of the stripes be- 
comes slower as they lengthen, presumably because 
the defect density is also reduced: 

4.4. Phase defects in hexagonal patterns 

Defects of various kinds occur in these patterns. 
One of the more striking is the ~r phase defects found 
in hexagonal patterns; these are associated with the 
subharmonic nature of the waves. The phenomenon is 
illustrated in Fig. 6, where images averaged over one 
drive period (or half the wave period) are presented. 

A hexagonal lattice formed just above onset is shown 
in Fig. 6(a). Regions of the surface that are concave 
upward (i.e. depressed) appear brighter than those that 
are convex (or elevated). The situation reverses in the 
subsequent half wave period. The regions on the left 
and right of Fig. 6(a) differ in their temporal phases 
by ~r (relative to the forcing). The density of these do- 
mains, or of the zr phase defects separating them, de- 
pends on e and fo .  A situation with multiple ~r phase 
defects is shown in Fig. 6(b). We return to the dy- 
namical consequences of these defects in Section 5.1, 
where we consider hexagonal melting. 

4.5. Competition between patterns 

Given that two and sometimes three distinct sym- 
metries can occur at the same viscosity, it is important 
to examine the transitions between these different pat- 
terns. We find that domains of different symmetries 
often coexist an intermediate parameter values. The 
transitions are generally continuous, with the relative 
amount of one pattern changing continuously with re- 
spect to the other. 

An example of the competition between squares 
and stripes is presented in Fig. 7. One of the stand- 
ing waves comprising the square pattern weakens near 
the boundary as e is increased, and the patterns be- 
come stripe-like in that region. This domain of stripes 
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(a) 

Fig. 5. Short stripes at intermediate driving frequencies for v = 1 cm2 s - l :  ( a ) a  ring of high amplitude short stripes formed at 
the boundary (fo = 30Hz, e = 0.01); (b) successive rings of  stripes added as the driving amplitude e is increased (e = 0.08); 
(c) the stripes lengthen as fo is increased (fo = 35Hz, e = 0.14). 
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(c) 

Fig. 5. (continued) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Phase defects in hexagonal patterns (v = 0.2 cm 2 s -1 ) :  (a) two domains separated by a ~r phase defect (fo = 20 Hz; e ---- 0.13); 
(b) pattern with many phase defects at higher frequency (fo = 42.5 Hz; e = 0.34). 
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Fig. 7. Coexistence of squares and stripes at the same driving acceleration for v -- 0.5 cm 2 s -1 (fo = 42.5 Hz: e = 0.02). 

expands in area until the entire cell consists of  stripes 

as e is increased by about 10%. This process corre- 

sponds to traversing a vertical l ine at 42.5 Hz in Fig. 3 

The requisite change in e is much greater than the spa- 

tial inhomogeneity in e, so the coexistence of  squares 

and stripes is an intrinsic effect. We also note that dis- 

tortions appear in the square patterns of  Fig. 7; these 

are not induced by boundaries.  The patterns are less 

rigid than square patterns at low viscosity, and the lo,  

cal orientation wanders, so that the pattern can be lo- 

cally rhombic. 

Coexistence of  squares and hexagons is also ob- 

served; the transition region is shown in Fig. 8. As a 

function of  e, fracture like defects first appear in an 

almost perfect square lattice; an increase in e leads to 

additional defects and the appearance of  hexagons at 

these locations. Therefore hexagons and squares are 

seen to coexist, and the hexagonal  regions become in- 

creasingly prominent  as e is increased. 

At  moderate viscosities, all three basic symmetries 

coexist  over a finite frequency and amplitude range: 

hexagons, stripes, and squares. An example of  such a 

pattern is shown in Fig. 9 for v = 0.5 cm 2 s 1. Sim- 

ilar patterns are also observed at v = 0.3 cm 2 s -1.  In 

patterns with coexisting symmetries,  stripes predomi- 

nate near the boundary (and are perpendicular to the 

boundary),  whereas squares and hexagons fill the in- 

terior. (However, the squares maybe more accurately 

described as rhombic, and may arise by deleting one 

standing wave from the hexagons.) The coexistence 

of  disparate patterns implies that they must have sim- 

ilar values of  the Lyapunov functional, if  one exists 

approximately. 

5. Transitions to spatiotemporal chaos 

The nature of  the transition to STC depends strongly 
on the basic symmetry of  the pattern. (a) Hexago- 

nal patterns become orientationally disordered by a 

process that we describe informally as "melting'" be- 

cause of  a (possibly superficial) resemblance to crystal 
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Fig. 8. Coexistence of  squares and hexagons. Hexagons from along the fracture lines as e is increased (v = 0 . 2 c m 2 s  -1  
fo = 45 Hz; e = 0.12). 

Fig. 9. Weakly time-dependent coexistence of hexagons, squares, and stripes (v = 0 . 5 c m  2 s - l ;  fo  = 32.5Hz; e = 0.26). 
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Fig. 10. Hexagonal patterns spanning the "melting" transition as e is increased (v = 0.2 cm 2 s - l ;  fo = 22.5 Hz). Images are averaged 
over two wave periods (4/fo) to reduce noise and the influence of phase defects. (a) e = 0.2; some phase defects are present. (b) 
e = 0.4; the pattern is more nearly perfect than at smaller e. (c) e = 0.6; significant orientational disorder is evident. (d) E = 0.8; 
spatiotemporal chaos. 

melting; 7r phase defects are involved in this process. 

(b) Striped patterns display a mixed  state in which 

domains of  STC coexist  with laminar stripes. The 

process is initiated by  the TAM instability in regions 

of  high curvature. An  additional secondary instabil- 

ity, which we call an oscillatory instability, also oc- 

curs in this regime. (c) In the regime of  coexistence 

of  patterns with distinct symmetries (e.g. squares and 

hexagons),  competi t ion between them leads to nonpe- 

riodic t ime dependence, and a clear onset of  STC is 

difficult to define. We proceed now to a discussion of  
some of  these processes that lead to STC. (The case of  

the transition to chaos of  square patterns was studied 

in detail by Tufillaro et al. [16] and is not discussed 

here.) 

5.1. Hexagon order~disorder transition 

We have noted that hexagonal  patterns are ob- 

served at low frequency over the entire viscosity range 

studied. From Figs. 2 -4  it is also clear that hexag- 

onal frequency range broadens as v is reduced. The 

"melting" or order/disorder transition of  the hexago- 

nal patterns was studied by  changing e at fixed fo for 
v = 0 . 2 c m  2 s - l ;  sample images spanning this tran- 

sition are shown in Fig. 10. The hexagonal patterns 

generally have phase defects for small e (Fig. 10(a)). 

These images have been averaged over two wave pe- 

riods to nearly eliminate the effects of  the yr phase 

defects, because they are not the primary source of  

the orientational disorder that is of  interest here. 
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Fig. 11. Power spectra s(k) of the images shown in Fig. 10 (for e = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and (0.8) increasingly isotropic as e is increased 
beyond 0.4. 

Though time-averaging makes the domains indistin- 
guishable, the boundaries between them are evident 
in Fig. 10(a). 

The hexagons form an almost perfect lattice at fi- 
nite e (e.g. 0.4 as in Fig. 10(b)). A further increase in e 
leads to orientational disorder, as shown in Fig. 10(c), 
though domains of  nearly perfect hexagonal order are 
still evident. In Fig. 10(c), for which e = 0.8, ex- 
tended ordered domains are essentially absent and the 
transition is nearly complete. 

Fourier analysis is used to explore the nature of 
the order/disorder transition. Power spectra S(k) of 
the images of  Fig. 10 are presented in Fig. 11. The 

increased long range order at e = 0.4 compared to 
lower values (Fig. 1 l(b)) is manifested by a sharpening 
of the six spots corresponding to the three standing 
waves that compose the hexagonal lattice. However a 
further increase in e to 0.6 (Fig. 1 l(c)) leads both to 
broadened spots and to more spectral power near the 
origin in k-space. 

We characterize this transition process quantita- 
tively in Several ways. First, the mean wave number 
(k), is computed: 

(k) - f kS(k) d2k 
f S(k) d2k  " (1) 
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Fig. 12. The mean wave number decreases as s is increased 
through the melting transition. 

tral distribution P (0) by integrating S(k) over the ra- 

dial segment from 0.75ko to 1.25ko: 

P(O) = f s(k) dk. (2) 

This function is shown in Fig. 13 for three values of  

e spanning the melting transition. The strong peaks 

are attenuated with increasing e. This process can 

be studied quantitatively by computing the angular 
anisotropy A, which we define as follows: 

A = ~ / (p2(0) )  - (P(0))2  

(P(O)) 
(3) 

The integral is actually computed only over an an- 

nulus in k space that includes the six main hexago- 

nal spots. (The width of  the annulus is about 0.5ko, 

where ko is the magnitude of  the wave number of  

the spots at onset.) The mean wave number decreases 

slowly with E as shown in Fig. 12). Such a shift in the 

mean wave number is not uncommon, and has been 

seen for example in spiral defect chaos in thermal 

convection [20]. 

To characterize the melting (and loss of  anisotropy) 

of  the hexagonal pattern, we compute the angular spec- 

To measure A, we stepped the acceleration by  intervals 

of  0.05 g at each fo, waited 10 min, and then acquired 

10 images averaged over four drive periods at 1 rain 

intervals. Subsequently, S(k), P (O), and A were com- 

puted for each image, and the average of  A over the 

10 images was utilized. The variation of  A with s is 

shown in Fig. 14 for runs made at three different driv- 

ing frequencies. The transition to the isotropic state 

is continuous but reasonably well  defined, and is cen- 

tered at the same e for each of  the three frequencies. 

The finite value of  A obtained at large s is probably 

due to measurement  noise. 

Order 

| Partial disorder 

....... Disorder 

• ' " "" i "" " "' "" 
0 

0 6 0  1 2 0  1 8 0  2 4 0  3 0 0  3 6 0  

0 ,  (deg) 

Fig. 13. Angular dependence P(O) of the spectral structure function over a band centered at the mean wave number ko. Six peaks 
are observed which decrease in amplitude as s is increased through the melting transition. 
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Fig. 14. Angular anisotropy A defined in Eq. (3). This quantity 
reveals a continuous but well-defined melting transition that is 
approximately independent of driving frequency over the range 
shown. 

5.2. Localized spatiotemporal chaos of striped 

patterns: the mixed state 

The development of  STC of the striped pattern is 

strikingly nonuniform in space; it involves a mixed 
state in which localized STC coexists with ordered 

stripes. TAMs play an important part in the develop- 

ment of  this state. This secondary instability was first 

discussed theoretically by Milner and was observed 

in several previous investigations [15,16]. However, 

the large aspect ratio of  the present experiments leads 

to different results. The parameter range over which 

TAMs are observed is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for 

the striped pattern. The modulations are first observed 
near the focus singularities i.e. in the regions of  high 

curvature. At high viscosity the modulations remain 
confined to the high curvature regions as STC devel- 

ops with increasing e. However somewhat lower vis- 

cosity, the modulations propagate all the way across 
the cell, as shown in Fig. 15. The modulation ampli- 

tude increases with e and defects are created which 

climb and glide towards the focus singularities. The 
defect density increases with ~ leads to STC near the 

focus singularities. This scenario of  the development 

of  STC via the TAM instability is different than that 

observed by Dandet et al. [9], probably because their 

smaller aspect ratio did not allow curvature to develop. 

The resulting mixed state is shown in Fig. 16. 
The dark regions near the boundary have high wave 

Fig. 15. Transverse amplitude modulations in the striped pattern (v = 0.5 cm 2 s-l;  fo = 55 Hz; e = 0.48). 
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Fig. 16. Coexistence of  localized spatiotemporal chaos with ordered stripes (v = 1 .0cm 2 s - l ;  fo  = 45 Hz; e = 0.36). The STC 
domains are darker because they scatter more light away from the camera. 

Fig. 17. Inclined view of the mixed state; the wave amplitudes are much  larger in the STC domains (v = 1 . 0 c m 2 s - 1 ;  
fo  = 45 Hz; ~ = 0.45). 
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Fig. 18. (a) Chaotic fraction of the mixed state as a func- 
tion of s. The entire cell is eventually chaotic. (b) Curva- 
ture at the boundary of the chaotic domains as a function of 
s(v = 1.0cm2s-1; f• = 45Hz). 

amplitudes and short space and time scales; on the 
other hand, the striped portion of  the pattern is only 

slowly time-dependent due to the presence of  a few 

defects. An inclined view of  the mixed state is shown 
in Fig. 17. The amplitudes in the domains of  STC are 

much higher than in the striped domains. Droplets 

are also seen to be ejected occasionally in this 

region. 
In a detailed study [5] of  the mixed state, we found 

that proportion of  the pattern covered by the STC 

domains increases smoothly until the entire cell is 
chaotic (see Fig. 18(a)). The chaotic fraction is inde- 

pendent of  the manner in which the mixed state is in- 
duced (quasistatic changes versus sudden steps in e). 
In the case of  step changes from negative to positive 
e, a circular domain of  STC forms initially at the cen- 
ter of  the cell and later breaks up and migrates to the 
boundaries. 

The chaotic domains always develop in the high 
curvature regions. (This effect is most evident at high 
viscosity.) This leads us to introduce the concept of  
an e-dependent "critical curvature" which seems to be 

necessary to produce these domains. This quantity is 

shown in Fig. 18(b); it decreases with increasing e. 

It must be also noted that although the curvature 

of  the stripes appears to be induced by the circular 

boundary, it is not specific to this geometry. For ex- 

ample in a square container the focus singularities are 

expected to form at the vertices and hence a mixed 

state is still expected. 

5.3. Secondary oscillatory instability of  striped 
patterns 

The striped pattern in the mixed state shows an addi- 

tional secondary instability that seems not to have been 

noted before: an oscillatory instability that deforms the 

striped wavefronts. This phenomenon is observed in a 
limited viscosity range v=0.3-0.5 cm 2 s - ]  and below a 
certain frequency (50 Hz for 0.5 cm 2 s-1). An example 

is shown in Fig. 19. The waves visible on the stripes 
are mostly standing waves, but they also travel slowly 

toward the outer cell boundary. These oscillations are 
seen only in the mixed state, and appear intermit- 

tently near their threshold. The oscillation amplitude 
increases with e. The wavelength of  the oscillations 

is found to fluctuate by about 20% even within the 
same pattern, and no clear trend with e was seen over 

the limited range in which the phenomenon occurs. 

This instability superficially resembles the oscillatory 
instability of  Rayleigh-B6nard convection rolls [21]. 

6. Discussion and comparison to theoretical work 

In this section we discuss the data in terms of  rel- 

evant theoretical models. However, available models 
are not capable of  explaining many of  the phenomena 

we observe. 

6.1. Onset patterns 

Let us first consider the symmetries of  the various 
onset patterns we have noted (Fig. 1 and the phase 
diagrams of  Figs. 2-4). They are similar to those 
formed in thermal convection at large aspect ratio. 
However, we find hexagons near onset over a rather 
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Fig. 19. Example of the secondary oscillatory instability that deforms the stripes within the mixed state at intermediate viscosities 
(v = 0.5 cm 2 s - l ;  fo = 45Hz). The waves on the stripes are mostly standing but travel slowly. 

broad range of  parameters.  At first glance; this is sur- 

prising in the context of  the general theory of  pattern 

formation. In most cases, e.g. in thermal convection 

[22], hexagons are explained by quadratic nonlinear 

terms in the amplitude equations. However such terms 

are excluded for single frequency forcing of  Faraday 

waves by the subharmonic symmetry [3]. At  the level 

of  amplitude equations, the origin of  the hexagons in 

the experiments described here must be at higher or- 

der. (For multi-frequency forcing, on the other hand, 

quadratic terms are introduced and hexagons appear 

by the usual mechanism [3].) 

Zhang [14] has proposed (for small  damping and 

neglecting finite depth effects) that an explanation for 

hexagons can be found in terms of  the relative bal- 

ance between gravitational and capillary forces at dif- 
ferent frequencies, which affects the triad resonances 

between wave modes,  as explained in Section 2. Con- 

sider the dispersion relation 

0 )  2 = tanh (kh) (gk + Tk3 /p ) ,  (4) 

where co is the wave frequency (half the excitation 

frequency fo), g is the acceleration due to gravity, T is 

the surface tension, and p the density. In this equation, 

the gravitational term is larger than the capil lary term 

for f0 = co/zr < 27 Hz (for silicone oil). The relative 

importance of  gravitation can be changed by tuning 

the driving frequency. 

Zhang [14] predicts that a strong triad resonance 

occurs near fo = 27 Hz and that it disfavors square 

patterns at those frequencies, so that hexagonal pat- 

terns or other higher symmetry patterns are more 

stable (depending on the viscosity). This is gener- 

ally consistent with our experiments.  However the 

range of  viscosity over which hexagons are ob- 

served is greater than expected, as  may be seen 

from the first two columns of  Table 2. In the the- 

ory the triad resonances are more strongly damped 

at higher viscosities so that hexagons are not ex- 

pected at onset above v --- 0 .15cm2s -1.  On the 

other hand. the effects of  finite depth would have 
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Table 2 
Comparison of experimental observations for onset patterns with the theoretical predictions of Zhang (which are not applicable at 
high viscosity) 

Viscosity ( cm 2 s -  1) Theory (fo = 27 Hz) Experiment (fo = 27 Hz) Theory ()Co >> 27 Hz) Experiment (fo = 50 Hz) 

0.04 Eight-fold quasipattem Hexagons Squares Squares 
0.1 Hexagons Hexagons Squares Squares 
0.2 Squares Hexagons and squares Squares Squares 
0.5 (Not applicable) Hexagons (Not applicable) Stripes 
1.0 (Not applicable) Short Stripes (Not applicable) Stripes 

to be included in the calculations before a more 
quantitative comparison could be made to the ex- 
periments regarding the domains of occurrence of 
hexagons and squares. We also note that the theory 
is valid only at low viscosity and is hence not rele- 
vant to the occurrence of stripes at high viscosity. In 
fact, no explanation has been advanced for the striped 
patterns. (Predictions of stripes being preferred to 
squares at low viscosity [23] are inconsistent with 
experiments.) 

One important caveat to the comparison with 
Zhang's predictions is the fact that the approximation 
of irrotational flow fails when the viscous layer of 
thickness hv becomes comparable to the fluid depth h: 

h v = v/~-/~o.  ( 9  

This issue has also been discussed briefly by Kumar 
[24]: The viscous depth as a function of viscosity at 
two driving frequencies is presented in Fig. 20. For 
h = 0.3 cm and small v the viscous depth is at least 
10 times smaller than h, but at high v and low fre- 
quencies, hv is significant. Since the viscous depth de- 
creases with decreasing viscosity, and since hexagons 
are present over a larger frequency range at lower vis- 
cosity, it seems clear that finite depth does not cause 
the hexagons to appear. 

As a further check for depth effects, we conducted 
a set of experiments in a deeper layer with h = 0.9 cm 
for v = 0.2cmZs -1. We find that the minimum fre- 
quency for squares (about 27 Hz) is not much changed. 
On the other hand, it is not possible to extend the 
comparison to very low frequencies because the lim- 
ited container Size (even though large) becomes more 
important for the deeper layer, and cavity modes pre- 

dominate over hexagons near onset in that case. 
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Fig. 20. Viscous layer depth hv as a function of viscosity v at 
fo = 25 Hz and fo = 50 Hz. The depth of the fluid used in the 
experiments is 0.3 cm. 

6.2. Nonlinear effects and spatiotemporal chaos 

The phase diagrams (Figs. 2 4 )  obtained in this 
large aspect ratio system are quite rich. Several 
novel phenomena have been elucidated, including 
short stripes (Fig. 5), hexagons with phase defects 
(Fig. 6), and the coexistence of different symme- 
tries (Figs. 7-9). In general, the transitions between 
patterns of different symmetry are continuous. The 
reduction in the importance of boundaries at high 
aspect ratio leads to a complicated picture of pattern 
formation in which may factors have to be considered. 

A number of distinct transitions to ST(] occur in 
this system for different parameter ranges. We have 
studied two of them in depth: Melting of the hexagonal 
patterns (Figs. 10-14), and the transition to STC of 
the striped patterns via the TAM instability (Fig. 15) 
and the mixed state (Figs. 16-18). 

The hexagonal order/disorder transition bears some 
resemblance to other nonequilibrium transitions to 
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STC [25], including the t rans i t ion  to STC of  the 

square pattern which was studied by  Tufiliaro et al. 

[16]. However, the hexagonal  case considered here is 

the first example in Faraday waves where the con- 

tainer geometry is clearly not important. T h e  transi- 

tion is a continuous one as in some other transitions 

to STC [20]. Several different physical  processes are 

involved, For  example,  the zr phase defects  contribute 

to the transition, but do not produce orientational dis- 

order. We also noted that "microcrystalliteS" of  local 

order can be found in the transition region. W e  pro- 

pose that the hexagonal  melting transition involves 

a breakdown of  the coupling of  the standing wave 

modes to each other. We hope that it might  be possible 

in the future to explore this hypothesis theoretically. 

The transition to STC of  the striped patterns is also 

intriguing and leads to an important physical  question: 

why does curvature reduce the stability of  the stripes? 

It should be possible to address this question using 

suitable model  equations. Zhang and Vifials [26] have 

simulated 2D model  equations containing the simplest 

nonlinearities that produce a stripe-to-STC transition. 

The equations are solved using periodic boundary 

conditions and hence uniform straight stripes are ob- 

tained below the transition. It might  be possible to 

modify  these model  equations to take into account 

the observed curvature dependence of  the TAM on- 

set in order to explain the mixed state. The origin of  

the observed oscillatory instability that deforms the 

stripes (Fig. 19) also merits theoretical attention. 

We conclude by noting that the phenomena pre- 

sented in this paper  are all obtained using single 
frequency forcing. With multi-frequency forcing, a 

considerable variety of  additional phenomena oc- 

cur. Even leaving aside the issue of  quasicrystall ine 

.patterns, the hexagonal  lattices can acquire addi- 

tional "super-lattice" periodicit ies and can become 

anisotropic. These phenomena remain to be explored 

in depth. 
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